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Section 1:
Introduction



4Abstract

This project focuses on the inclusivity of people with colorblind-
ness and all forms of the condition. While colorblindness is a func-
tional condition, many people do not have the luxury of seeing the 
built and natural environment to it’s fullest. Ocular Plaza aims to assist 
individuals with colorblindness view art and the natural environ-
ment on the same spectrum of color that people without a colorblind-
ness condition see. The use of EnChroma visual aid devices pro-
vide an overwhelming experience for users that would normally have 
no former experience to a certain color. Installations are designed 
with intent to create unique visual experiences, create safe cir-
culation patterns through the Monon Trail and immerse users in a 
natural environment. 



5Project Location
Indiana Map

Nora

Project Site



6Inclusive Design

What is Inclusive Design?

An inclusive design equally considers aspects of ecology, 
health, equality, economy, and infrastructure to create 
accessible and safe spaces for all potential users while being 
mindful of relevant social and economic contexts.

Inclusive design is required for creating cohesive 
communities that include all members to their fullest 
capacity. Without designing inclusively, communities cannot 
perform inclusively.
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Section 2:
Analysis



9Surrounding Context

Circulation Mapping

Key Analysis Points

- Approximatey a mile of Nora Center
- Closeness to Nora Center and 86th Street draws safety 
concerns
- Adjacent to the Monon Trail
- Centrallized location between two major roads (86th 
Street and I-465)



10Surrounding Context

Health Mapping

Key Analysis Points

- Very close to many chain restaurants and grocery stores 
for food opportunities
- Pharmacies and gyms in Nora Center add to the 
attractiveness of the project site
- Not many greenspaces nearby, a need is present
- Could serve as a rest area in the northern half of Nora



11Surrounding Context

Education Mapping

Key Analysis Points

- Nora public library close to the site, but does not cross 
86th street
- Could serve as a likely field trip destination for Nora 
Elementary School
- Approximately two miles from middle and high school, 
could pose safety concerns for them to cross 86th street



12Surrounding Context

- Highligted by the dense tree cover in the northeastern 
portion
- Haverstick Creek running along the northeastern corner
- Abundace of overhead powerlines and a single access 
point to the Monon Trail from the parking lot
- Dirt access drive to eastern half of the project boundary 
located on the northern portion along E 91st street
- Duke Energy Power Plant located in the southwest 
supplying the power lines

Site Mapping

Key Analysis Points



13Overall Analysis

Weaknesses

• Duke Engergy power plant is adja-
cent to parking and does not fit the 
program of a strong inclusive design 
project 
• Medium amount of crime is present 
to the South and West ends of the 
site 
• Power lines are present in the site, 
causing a concern for design and de-
velopment

Strengths 

• Within a mile of Nora Center Plaza 
• Convenient parking aong Monon 
Trail 
• Plenty of food, hotel and shopping 
commodities are within a mile walk of 
the project site 
• Site located within a mile of Nora 
Public Library 901 Red Line North 
bus loop runs directly adjacent to site 
parking lot

Opportunities

• Adjacency to the Monon Trail cre-
ates a possible rest area for trail us-
ers 
• Haverstick Creek allows for connec-
tions to aquatic habitat 
• A prominent trailhead for the Monon 
could be created with the amount of 
circulation networks going to the site

Threats

• Monon intersection from parking to 
proposed park creates safety con-
cerns 
• Traffic along Monon is high with the 
amount of residential areas nearby 
• Duke Energy power plant may have 
large machinery present, though in-
frequent

SWOT Diagramming

Takeaways

- Strong safety concerns with how close the site is from 86th 
street and Monon intersection
- Great educational opportunity for surrounding education 
center to learn about colorblindness
- Duke Energy Power Plant adds restrictions to upward
design
- Opportunity for rest area in the northern portion



Section 3:
Literature Review



15Literary Review

Introduction

A literary review complements research done regarding the 
site and its surrounding context by giving direction for a site 
design. Since people with colorblindness is the target audi-
ence in this particular project, research on colorblindness and 
corrective lenses is needed to better understand what a de-
sign may need to assist those with the condition. 

This literary review focuses on following topics:

1. Types of Colorblindess

2. EnChroma Corrective Lenses

3. Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver Colorblindess 
display
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Types of Colorblindness

URL: https://enchroma.com/pages/how-enchroma-glass-
es-work

Normal Color:
-Sees all colors of the rainbow spectrum
-Shades can vary between individuals
Protan Color Blindness:
-Shades of greens, yellows, oranges and reds seem similar to the eye
-Reds and pinks tend to turn greyish
Deutan Color Blindness:
-Confusion in color from green and yellow, or blue and purple
-Greens sometimes turn into a white color
Tritan Color Blindness:
-Difficulty decifering between green and blue
-Commonly acquired through stress on the eyes and reduced sensitivity
Achromatopsia:
-Sometimes referred as total color blindness
-Often associated with light sensitivity, photophobia, and glare sensitivity
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EnChroma Lenses

URL: https://enchroma.com/pages/how-enchroma-glass-
es-work

-Light enters the eye and interacts with three photoreceptors: Red, 
green and blue

-Colorblindness occurs when there is an overlap in two of the 
photoreceptors making those colors hard to distinguish from each 
other 

-EncChroma lenses selectively filter wavelengths of light where there is 
too much overlap of color sensitivity

-Most common types of color blindness are protan and duetan forms
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Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver

URL: https://news.artnet.com/art-world/colorblind-mca-den-
ver-glasses-1729845

-One of the latest museums to carry EnChroma glasses on hand for 
users to view art as they are meant to be seen

-Brought users to tears when they could see colors they hadn’t been 
able to previously

-Other museums that have had this technology on hand before 
Denver: Georgia O’Keeffe Museum, the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, 
the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, the Museum of 
Contemporary Art and Centraal Museum in Utrecht

-Little to no outdoor facilities operate like these museums do in 
regards to providing to colorblindess



Section 4:
Design Process



20Goals and Objectives
Mission Statement:

Ocular Plaza gives people with colorblindness the ability to perceive 
outdoor sculpture and environement the same way people without 
vision impairments do. People with varying different types of 
colorblindness discover new experiences with EnChroma technology, 
can access the site safely and integrate their experience with 
recreation along the Monon Trail.

Goals:

-Provide people with multiple different types of colorblindness the 
opportunity to see outdoor sculpture and nature as people without 
vision impairments would.
 •Identify and install corrective lense stations installed with EnChroma
   technology for most major types of colorblindness 
 •Orient stations to view sculpture from multiple different locations within a  
   20-foot radius  
 •Ensure that individual sculpture has colors that the corresponding vision  
   correcting stations are suited for
-Increase the safety of the pedestrian traffic across the Monon Trail where the 
trailhead parking meets the proposed colorblind park.
 • Flashing crosswalk signs where pedestrians cross on both north and south 
     ends of the Monon Trail  
 • Painted pavement crossing markings 
 • Signage for pedestrians noticing the possible speed and usage of the   
    Monon Trail
-Integrate recreational amenities with the Monon Trail
 • Two smaller separate lots and entrances replacing the large lot
 • Rest area for recreational users along the Monon



21Master Plan

Master Plan at 1” = 300’

Zoning Plan at 1” = 300’
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Color Blind Individual

-Uses visual aides to view 
sculpture
-Outdoor environment not 
often observed with corrective 
lenses

Bicyclists

-Use primary 
along the Monon 
Trail
-Bike storage and 
pavilion along 
trail 

Pedestrians

-Use along Monon 
and within site
-Parking availability 
at new parking lot 

Visual Aid Example

Section A:A1

Section B:B1

B B1

A

A1
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Entry Plaza Facing East

Sculpture Area Facing North
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